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The

Last month Sheila was asked if she
would consider stepping into the role
of Children’s Director at our church,
since the current Director was
moving away. Sheila seemed a
great choice since she has been at
this church for 26 years, and very
active in the children’s ministry for 20
of those years. Her gift of
administration is an asset as well.
Due to Campus Crusade’s policies,
she can not take an outside salary,
but she is happy to volunteer for this
30 hour per week position to help
out on a temporary basis. Since
our church is currently searching
for a Senior Pastor, we anticipate
that she will fill in until one is
found, assuming that the new
pastor will want to have input on
the selection of Sheila’s long term
replacement.
We recently placed an order for 408

Then the middle ball,
representing sin, can be
magically removed, allowing
the two balls on each side,
representing God and man,
to be reunited without the
barrier of sin separating
them.
The stack of boxes in the photo is
enough to make 74 sets of the large
version. Another 180 smaller balls have
been processed to make up 60 of the
small version.
Next - making crosses.

foam balls to go with the Three Ball
Gospel Illustrations I make and
distribute. They each need to have a
hole drilled through them so they can
be displayed side-by-side on a rod.

• Guidance and wisdom for Sheila in this busy time
preparing to kick off the Sunday School and
Awana programs
• The Three Ball Illustrations to be used by
the Holy Spirit to effectively communicate the
Good News in whatever language/culture they
are presented
• God’s direction and provision of the funds for
the Supernatural Project movie

We are currently waiting for the Lord’s
provision of funding for the next big
step in producing The Supernatural
Project. In the meantime I’m working on
figuring out what the look and feel will
be. For example, deciding what
transitions between scenes will look
like, or how we will show old, low
quality footage, or how on screen text
will be displayed.
Here is a sample presentation that we
will use in social media channels when
we begin promoting the movie.
For a limited time
you can view it with the
password “sample”.

